
IMMUNOASSAYS 

Use antibodies for analytical purposes

Most used type of assay that use a  label to have an analytical signal  

• Radio immunoassay (a radioactive label, i.e I125 for thiroyd hormones)

• Fluorimetric assays (a fluorescent label, i.e fluorescein)

• Chemiluminometric assays (a chemiluminescent label is used)

• Enzyme immunoassays (or ELISA) (an enzyme is the label and the product of the 
reaction can be detected colorimetrically, fluorimetrically or by 
chemiluminescence) 



Enzyme Linked Immuno-Sorbent Assay (ELISA)

quantitative



⚫Recognise and bind to molecules 

(antigens) on foreign particles, 

marking them for destruction by T-

lymphocytes.

⚫Each antigen may generate 

several antibodies for different sites 

(epitopes) on antigen.

Antibodies
⚫Proteins secreted by B-lymphocytes (type of 

white blood cell), in vertebrates.

IgG molecule

Fab 

fragments

Fc

fragments





Dosaggio di un allergene (proteina) di arachide





Segnale vs. log concentrazione maggiore 
accuratezza!! 



At the end of 2020, over 100 SARS-CoV-2 
antibody assays have been CE-marked under 
EU Directive 98/79/EC . The available test 
systems can be discriminated into rapid
diagnostic tests (RDT), either antigen- or 
antibody based, enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (ELISA) and 
chemiluminescent immunoassays (CLIA).





Magnetic Microbeads are very often used for the separation step in immunoasssays





Competitive immunoassays

Calibration curve for ethopabate (veterinary
drug)





Horseradish peroxidase and alkaline phosphatase
retain high activity when conjugated with 
antibodies or antigens and have different types of 
substrates useful for different assays





Polyclonal antibodies production



Monoclonal antibodies





Enzyme Linked Immuno-Sorbent Assay

Pab have wider analytical range    sensitivity depends on Kaff





Differential pulse 
voltammetry (DPV)

Chronoamperometry

❖ Enzymes and substrates:

1-naphtyl-phosphate

Alkaline
phosphatase

•TetramethylBenzidine + H2O2

•[K4Fe(CN)6] + H2O2

Electrochemical immunosensors (labeled) 
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Competition curve parameters Linear regression

a

(A or nA)

b

(nA.ng.ml-1)

c

(ng.ml-1)

d

(A or nA)

ic spettr 1.220  0.053 1.40  0.50 0.80  0.22 0.129  0.077 f (x) = 49.3 ( 0.8) – 57.5 ( 0.1) x

[r = 0.991]

ic amp. 6019  118 0.90  0.22 0.93  0.10 176  30 f (x) = 52.5 ( 0.4) – 43.7 ( 0.5) x

[r = 0.994]

dc spettr 1.392  0.061 2.17  0.15 0.80  0.14 0.132  0.071 f (x) = 47.4 ( 0.7) – 86.0 ( 0.3) x

[r = 0.993]

dc amp. 707  56 1.10  0.10 0.35  0.04 16  13 f (x) = 34.9 ( 0.6) – 52.2 ( 0.9) x

[r = 0.992]

f(x) = (a – d)/[1 + (x/c)b] + d

Immunoassay Working Range

(ng/ml)

L.O.D.

(Blank – 3 )

(ng/ml)

ic spettr 0.20 – 2.5 0.150

ic amp. 0.10 – 7.5 0.120

dc spettr 0.10 – 10 0.080

dc amp. 0.05 – 2.5 0.060



Immunosensor procedure:

✓Pre-coating: 6 l of rabbit anti  
IgG (4° C overnight)

✓Blocking: 6 l of 1 % PVA  
(polyvinyl alcohol) (30 min)

✓Coating: 6 l of anti-OTA Ab (1
h)

✓Competition: 6 l of OTA-AP +  
standard/sample (30 min)

✓Detection: 100 of 5 mg/ml 1-
Naphtylphosfate (2 min) + DPV

washings: 150 l phosphate buffer 
pH 7.4

effect of extraction solvent

Activity of an electrode
modified with IgG-ALP after
30 min incubation with 1:9 -
9:1 solutions (1:1 in DPBS)
acetonitrile:water → 95-108%

of the calibrationSensitivity

curve ~ 50%



Parameters
0.1 PBS Buffer ● ACN:H2O (6:4)▲ Wheat Extract (blank) ■

a ( nA) 707 (± 56) 260 (± 12) 408 (± 72)

b (nA.ng.ml-1) 1.1 (± 0.1) 0.62 (± 0.03) 0.8 (± 0.1)

c (I50) (ng.ml-1) 0.35 (± 0.04) 0.32 (± 0.02) 0.20 (± 0.03)

d (nA) 16 (± 13) 24 (± 8) 13 (± 15)

w.r. (ng.ml-1) 0.05 – 2.5 0.02 – 5.0 0.05 – 2.5

L.O.D. (ng.ml-1) 0.06 0.015 0.05

Lin. Reg. 30.9 (± 0.6) – 52.2 (± 0.9) x 42.3 (± 0.3) – 25.4 (± 0.6) x 23.5 (± 0.1) – 41.1 (± 0.5) x
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Final dilution 1:8 

Maximum Residue Limit = 3 ng/g 

I50 = 1.6 ng/g



Lateral flow immunoassays



Biacore





SPR Biosensors label-free!!







Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) arises when light is reflected under certain conditions from a

conducting film at the interface between two media of different refractive index. the media are

the sample and the glass of the sensor chip, and the conducting film is a thin layer of gold on

the chip surface. SPR causes a reduction in the intensity of reflected light at a specific angle of

reflection. This angle varies with the refractive index close to the surface on the side opposite

from the reflected light.

When molecules in the sample bind to the sensor surface, the concentration and therefore the

refractive index at the surface changes and an SPR response is detected. Plotting the

response against time during the course of an interaction provides a quantitative measure of

the progress of the interaction. This plot is called a sensorgram.

What Biacore actually measures is the angle of minimum reflected light intensity. The light is

not absorbed by the sample: instead the light energy is dissipated through SPR in the gold

film. Thus the light used to detect interaction processes never enters the sample.

SPR response values are expressed in resonance units (RU). One RU represents a change of

0.0001° in the angle of the intensity minimum. For most proteins, this is roughly equivalent to a

change in concentration of about 1 pg/mm2 on the sensor surface. The exact conversion factor

between RU and surface concentration depends on properties of the sensor surface and the

nature of the molecule responsible for the concentration change.

SPR principles



Sensorgram



Immobilisation of organic molecules on gold





Spr sensors and microfluidics



An ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET) is a field-effect transistor used for 

measuring ion concentrations in solution; when the ion concentration (such as H+, 

see pH scale) changes, the current through the transistor will change accordingly. 

Here, the solution is used as the gate electrode. A voltage between substrate 

and oxide surfaces arises due to an ion sheath. It is a special type of MOSFET (metal-

oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor),[1] and shares the same basic structure, but 

with the metal gate replaced by an ion-sensitive membrane, electrolyte solution 

and reference electrode.[2] Invented in 1970, the ISFET was the first biosensor 
FET (BioFET) source wikipedia

BIO(immuno)FETs label-free!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-effect_transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_ion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PH
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOSFET
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISFET#cite_note-Bergveld-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_gate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Membrane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrolyte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_electrode
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISFET#cite_note-Schoning-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BioFET


Bio-FETs couple a transistor device with a bio-sensitive layer that can specifically detect 

bio-molecules such as nucleic acids and proteins. A Bio-FET system consists of a 

semiconducting field-effect transistor that acts as a transducer separated by an insulator 

layer (e.g. SiO2) from the biological recognition element (e.g. receptors or probe 

molecules) which are selective to the target molecule called analyte.[8] Once the analyte 

binds to the recognition element, the charge distribution at the surface changes with a 

corresponding change in the electrostatic surface potential of the semiconductor. This 

change in the surface potential of the semiconductor acts like a gate voltage would in a 

traditional MOSFET, i.e. changing the amount of current that can flow between the 

source and drain electrodes.[9] This change in current (or conductance) can be 

measured, thus the binding of the analyte can be detected. The precise relationship 

between the current and analyte concentration depends upon the region of transistor 
operation   (source Wikipedia)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-effect_transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transducer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_dioxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bio-FET#cite_note-bulyha-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOSFET
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bio-FET#cite_note-matsumoto-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conductance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOSFET#Modes_of_operation




Piezoelectric Biosensors label-free!

quartz

gold

14 mm

7 mm

well

solution
quartz

o-ring



Sensori piezoelettrici 
usati per tutti i biosensori di affinità 

e in fase gassosa

The standard QCM measures

the mass of a material

deposited on a quartz crystal

surface as a linear function of

a change in the oscillating

crystal resonant frequency

QCM-Mass 

Relationship

The mass-loading frequency effects of the 

transducer are based upon Sauerbrey’s equation

14 mm

8 mm

quartz

gold



C-Reactive protein is a 
marker of inflammation




